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Abstract: This paper evaluates the quality of the components of urban public space, with an emphasis on
creating a sense of place for walking streets of "Tarbiat" in Tabriz. Public spaces are not only places for
community gathering but also for people to live and share their activities and memories with others. The result
of such interactions and experiences between individuals and groups is achieving sense of place, self-esteem
and social skills and eventually community involvement will increase. The purpose of this research is comparing
social and special features of successful public spaces and the relationship between people and specific spaces,
studying the behavior of people, their needs and necessities, analyzing and evaluating influential factors on
the quality of public spaces and their success in the domains of social, special and physical that caused the
sense of place in such spaces. To reach the purpose of this research and determination of criteria and quality
indexes in designing public spaces specially in passenger streets around Tarbiat Street of Tabriz were selected
for analysis and quality indexes in this street were evaluated and their problems and drawbacks obviated then
suggestions related to each of which is represented. In this research to identify the current situation of
understudy area and analyzing indexes and quality criteria field study in different hours, deep interview and
filling questionnaire by inhabitants and referees was used. Statistical society that is used for filling
questionnaire in this research was around 50 people that they are selected randomly from different spaces of
the same area. Finally, by compounding the results of evaluations, factors and strategies to improve and
increase such factors and providing the sense of place and dependency in public spaces is offered. Policies
for preserving valuable factors and removing unsuitable factors will causes ripening such spaces and attendant
of pedestrian. 
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INTRODUCTION providing flexibility, security and safety, coordination of

City public spaces are the floor for social interactions, environmental qualities and mental welfare causes the
various events and daily activities of people in a city. sense of dependency to the space and changes such
Streets and passenger ways that have high purchasing spaces to public places that the sense of possessing the
centers and benefit high communication,  is  considered place abounded in them. Such places are continuous
as  the most  important and influential city public center attending place of people and causes social life and
in promoting the quality of the life of people that is the memorable spaces that causes urban life. Of the most
mirror to civil life of the city and place of occurring events important impacts and results of designing successful
and social activities citizens in city life. Increasing quality public places is increasing social life, development and
components in public spaces of the cities is one of the encouraging voluntary activities. The purpose of this
most important issues in urban design and designing research is to provide the sense of place in city public
public spaces with high quality for attendant of total spaces to analyze and evaluate the quality of the
population of society by considering quality passenger street of Tarbiatshahr of Tabriz to specify the
characteristics such as variety of activities and spaces, necessary  grounds  to  increase  and  richen  its  spaces.

possibilities and the body of public space, easy access,
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This research intended that by analyzing the sense of decreasing social activities, on the other hand causes
place in urban spaces using library research consider and decreasing of the quality of urban environment and
search its role in increasing the quality of urban spaces. declining social, cultural and visual values in urban

MATERIALS AND METHODS cities influences on daily and social activities of people

This study has been completed using the following that learning from the past, compounding users and
stages: starting question, discovery studies, stating the activities, freedom of passengers, accessibility for public,
problem of the study, composing analytical model, data providing transparent and persistent environments,
analysis and conclusion [1]. To specify analytical model controlling and compounding methods are of principles
correlation analysis method using questionnaire was and criteria that applying them one can increase the
used. The main hypothesis in this research is the quality of public spaces of the contemporary cities [2]. In
assumption that having sense of places in urban spaces KuroshGolkar’s ideal the qualities of livelihood,
causes its quality. readability, visual character, sense of time, sensual

Space and Urban Spaces: There are some places that formal and user compound, generality, general quality,
belong to all of the citizens and are not personal and climate welfare, security and safety, flexibility,
physical and in fact, they are meaningful with attendance coordinating with nature, energy - efficiency and
of man and his activity [2]. Urban spaces are mundane environmental clearness are called the qualities of urban
spaces with social, psychological and special form of and design. Montgomery identifies the key point in success
geometry of space [3]. of general spaces on the existence of an “equivalence

Urban Public Spaces: Public space is one of the layers, one cannot create a successful urban space. As
necessary elements of urban daily life and the most exchange is not only limited to business activities, the city
important section of cities. It is a scene that shows social public space should provide the possibility of social and
life. “The characteristic of public space represent social cultural communication [8]. Successful public spaces by
life, urban culture and daily issues and meanwhile impacts attendance and movement of people will be important and
on them” [3]. influential and by the way, it becomes one of the main

It iscalled as a space, which is assessable to all public elements of urban life. 
members, but individuals are not free to do what they Creation of “Sense of Place” in urban public spaces:
wish and they should obey the norms and laws [4]. One of the influential factors in qualification of public
General space empowers us to experience and understand spaces is providing the sense of place in such spaces.
the existence of other people to be identified with their The sense of place usually means that people have
viewpoints that is necessary for survival of life in human experiences beyond physical characteristics of place that
being society [5]. Public space is space of city and is attainable by five senses in order to attain the sense of
artificial body of environment that citizens should assess dependency to the place [8]. With the respect of mental,
them without any limitation. This assess should be the sense of place is a catalyzer that causes changing an
skeletal, visual and social. In this space people experience environment to a place. Some places have such a sense of
togetherness and represent the social life. Such social life attraction that induces an untellable sense of dependency
can be represented in the form of various functional  and to individuals makes then lively and interest to come back
ritual activities. These spaces are multipurpose that their to the place that is called the sense of place [9]. 
control, management and preparation are a  duty  and In Rolph, the sense of place is having a secure point
administrative responsibility [6]. Public space is a place to against world threats, a deep understanding of our
enjoy experiences, hobbies and different urban activities, situation and condition against other things and having
a place to exercise, playing, eating, political  usages  and a meaningful mental coherence to a specific place [10]. 
more important a place for walking and rest [5]. The sense of place means people’s mental

Quality of public urban spaces and influential factors: understanding from environment and more or less
The crisis of the quality of public spaces is  one  of  the awareness sensibility of them toward their environment
most important issues of our cities. This issue on one that puts one in internal relationship with environment so
hand causes mental and behavioral abnormalities and also that senses and understanding of individuals shares with

spaces. Improvement of the quality of public spaces of

who are habitant in the city [7]. FransisTibaldez believes

richness, dependency, learning, influence and movement,

basis”. Without economic activities in various levels and
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meaningful background of environment. This sense is a knowledge, believes and behaviors are related to that
factor that causes changing a space to a place with
specific sensual and behavioral characteristics for
individuals. The sense of place, in addition to providing
the sense of ease from an environment, is of cultural
concepts considered by people that supports social and
cultural relationships of society in a specific place and
reminds past experiences and assessing identity for
people [9]. Of influential factors in creating the sense of
place, we can refer to the following cases: consideration
of requirements and people’s expectations toward place,
the pattern of communicating with place based on
previous experiences, the qualities of activities, paying
attention to attendance of people in place and creating
social interactions. 

Urban Public Places: While we see the space as an open
and abstract extension, place is a part of space that is
occupied by a person or something having valuable and
meaningful load [3]. To people space is an abstract issue
and what they are interacting with is place. Inhibition area,
ally, street, squire, city center and as such are place to
people and each place has a meaning so that the
expectation of a place only belongs to that place [11]. The
characteristic of place is its importance than space and
mixing it with human values and characteristic of space is
its abstraction than place [9]. Individual facing place see
him in historical, cultural, physical, emotional and
conceptual relations with environment that causes the
sense of dependency in him that can reach peace and
welfare. Rapaport defines place as one of the four defining
factors of space that in compound with the meaning, time
and communication composes the man’s environment
[12]. Ralf considers places as central meaning of
environment that composes of personal experiences. By
converging space and meaning, people individually or in-
group form changes space to place [8]. In his idea, the
meaning of place is in mental images and people’s
memories and is the most important factor in identity of a
place. Until the meanings of places occur in the physical
structure and activities, nothing can be found, but the
meaning should be searched in mental pictures and
experiences of man [10]. Also, Lynch specifies three
factors of “skeletal form”, “activities” and “meaning of
special order” as three main factor of place identity. The
sense of place does not exist inside these factors, but it
shapes because of mutual relationship of man with these
factors [8]. Dependency to place comes from activities
and interactions between man-place and man-man in a
spatial  place  and  by  mutual  influence   of    sensitivity,

place. The elements of skeletal, cultural, social, personal,
interactional, cooperation in designing place, time,
experiences and memories are influential in increasing the
sense of attraction to place. Attraction to place is defined
with three following dimensions:

The abilities of place in answering to needs of people
or i.e. the opportunities that a place provides for
obviating needs and his purposes that refers to the
existence or possibility of cooperation in specific
activities in place.
Sensual impact in relation with place: positive or
negative sense toward a place.
The rate of previous experiences of person from the
place based on:
The number of previous experiences from similar
places;
The number of attending a special place;
The rate of stopping by place; [13]. 

Improving Urban Public Spaces to Urban Public Places:
What is more than skeletal dimensions influential in
attendance and social interaction of people is anticipation
and creating social events that while creating cooperation
opportunities in social activities can provide the ground
for increasing the sense of dependency to place[13]. In
this level people have complex emotional relationship with
place. Place has meaning to him and place is the axel of
individualism and social experiences and individuals
identity in compound with meaning and symbols
personalizes the place, in this state uniqueness of place
and its difference with other places is emphasized[9]. In
Kent Frampton’s view there will be no hope to recreate
place without creating the sense of dependency to the
place. Place is known by structures and activities that take
place in them, therefore; more quality of the place, more
dependency to the place, because people like to
comeback there [10]. As the quality of urban design in a
place depends on different dimensions of urban design,
one can define building components of urban design
based on building components of place. The qualities of
urban environment according to Kantar model from
qualities related to body, activity and imaginations will be
formed and by composing the qualities of body and
activity the operational quality forms and according to the
Golkar’s stable place model the quality of city design is
the, result of three components of operational quality,
experience-aesthetical quality and bio-environmental
quality [14]. The operational component of urban design
quality involves assessment and easy replacement of
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people to the centers of attraction in the city, successful of these places in four following key qualities:
entertainment and hobby, watching people and various
rituals, eating and discussion, reading newspaper, visiting Assess and communication; accessibility of public
friends and so on. Experience-aesthetical component space.
deals with conceptual and recognition understandings User and activity; cooperation and involvement of
and environmental priorities of people with respect to people in public space activities.
urban spaces and bio-environmental component involves Relief and imaginebility; the sense of relief in space
cases such as micro-climate urban spaces (sun, weather, and creating a good mental image from public space.
shadow) and in the macro-dimension of bio-environmental Sociability of public space; it means a place that
stability. Montgomery states that: to identify why a place people get together to meet each other [17]
is successful and how we can provide this success is
difficult. While the meaning of place rooted in skeletal Public space project offered the place communication
characteristics and activities related thereto, but they do diagram as a developmental tool to help judgment of
not form skeletal characteristics of place but they are people in each good or bad place.
purposes and human experiences that form the
characteristics of place [12]. Based on Gehel’s view the Relationship and Accessibility: It is related to the
best public places are spaces that  encourage  social  and coalition course, special relationship and accessibility
voluntary activities. In this view, the space of Tarbiat with respect to visual space accessibility such as visual
Street by having suitable social and entertainment and skeletal that is influential in security and positive
situation causes the achievement of many social and application of space. With respect to accessibility,
voluntary activities in which people can make relationship continuity and attendance of social groups like children
with others while they are purchasing and spend their and aged in various spots of space, existence of enough
spare time [15]. Pamir in his book “creating a lively city parking and suitable relationship to urban transportation
center” identifies the influential factors on a successful system is of determining factors in this dimension [13].
and lively public place as follow: The situation of place: In a public place to the extent that the rate of
the successful situation of a public space  should  be  so accessibility is easier and good relationships is appointed
that accept a lot of people; in addition  it  should  be  near between spaces and surrounding environment, that place
the grocery store centers so that causes activities of works better. For example, a series of stories in a street is
passengers. The size of place: the size of successful more secure and attractive than a rigid wall [17].
public space should be so that having the capacity for Usages and Activities: Social events like street
social entertainments and events, but not so great that the shows and public arts, the kinds of activities and current
limitation of space vanishes. Planning place: creating a usages in space and their ability in attracting people and
lively and lovely space for people is possible when it is various groups is the most important agent in dynamicity
surrounded by grocery stores, restaurants and café of public spaces and their activity in various hours and
centers. In his idea, one of the ways to attain success in seasons and evaluating index of this dimension, the rate
urban spaces is creating business activities specially meal and number of people’s reference to the space and their
servicing. Place design: designing a place should increase cooperation in various activities [13]. The reason for
the space capacity, attraction and matching activities. In coming back of people to a place to do something causes
this state situations like suitable siting place, flexible attainability of public spaces and flourishing activities
usage, simplicity, compatibility, high quality [16]. and usages in space. 

Evaluating Quality of Urban Public Places: Urban design place:
to create suitable urban places and increasing the quality
of current places needs “recognition and quality Usages and activities that have more opportunity to
evaluation” of public spaces [15]. Public spaces are places take part in involvement of people with space.
to hold rituals, economic exchange and social interactions There is a good equivalence between men and
between various people with different features and women usages and activities.
cultures. The good function of a place services as one Various age groups such as old, young and children
important element in our public and social life. Public used space. 
Spaces Projects by evaluating the quality of public spaces Space is used during day and night.
by many people around the world considers the Using space by individuals or groups or friends [17].

A principle to evaluate usages and activities of a
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Sociability: Sociability in public spaces is based on the place and retaining mental relief from space is important
needs of people to the sense of social dependency and and it is this feature that causes people to select it for
interaction. One of the most important dimensions and stopping, walking and the experience of social life [13].
characteristics of public spaces is creating required This component involves simplicity of space and
opportunities for social interactions. This agent with providing a good mental image from space in mind of
identifying the rate of various social groups, shaping people. The relief and simplicity component involves
social networks and life in different hours of day and factors like security, clearness and access to the places
night can be evaluated [13]. When in a place people meet for sitting, rest and chatting of people specially women
their friends, relatives and neighbors, by interacting them [17].
they feel relief and feel dependency to that place. A place
by distributing such social activities causes the sense of Survey Location: Tarbiat Street is located at the center of
place and dependency thereto [17]. the city and inside the ancient part of Tabriz city that in

Mental  Image  and  Mental  Relief:  Mental  image in entering part of street from Sa’at Street and
related to the quality of organizing space body and EmamKhumaini Street is possible and finally faces the
attaining mental relief from space. Stability (the pattern ancient Tabriz Bazar (Figure 1). In 1992 this Street for the
and the rate of support and preserving space), recognition sake of problems related to the traffic changed to
and visual  relationship of space in attracting people to a passenger way.

the eastern part it is 500 meter with width of 14 meter. The

Fig. 1: The situation of Tarbiatpassenger way street in Tabriz city (Authors, 2012)

Fig. 2: Various historical buildings in Tarbiat Street (Authors, 2012)
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Fig. 3: Suitable facilities to use public transportation devices. (Authors, 2012)

Fig. 4: Possibilityof social interaction and behavioral station. (Authors, 2012)

The  possibility  of  reaching   main   surrounding and attachments, fixing the ancient monuments, creating
streets  to  this  street  play  an  important  role in historical monuments like the figure of a man who is
decreasing  the  traffic  load  of  the  center  of  the  city purchasing rug across the street, creating Pardis business
and connecting the most important parts of the city. mall with modern things that causes attraction of many
Existence of bus stations and public transportation and people.
facilities like public parking in the two ends of the street The current research using quality components of
causes easy access to these places (figure 4). public spaces and reaching a suggestion model (Table 2)
Compounding different business usages and their based on the features of Tarbiat Street that consists of 4
compatibility like clothing malls, wallet, shoes, sweetie, man component and evaluating criteria for each
hygiene devices and other things causes attraction of component deals with analysis and evaluation of these
different aging groups, gender, social and forming civil life factors in the mentioned area.
and lividity of the street (figure 5). Therefore, the
existence of such usages provides the floor for spaces like Achievements: Based on evaluation about the quality of
restaurants and café shops. But beside these usages, lack space of Tarbiat street people’s viewpoints based on
of matching and incompatibilities some servicing usages suggested model in four dimensions of access and
like production workshops, fixing and producing wood communication, usages and activities, sociability, relief
make devices in buildings and existence of old damaged and mental image were analyzed and results were obtained
stores causes the decreasing of the quality of spaces of using spss and excel software:
the street.

In the recent years there has been changes to The Quality of Access and Communication: The
improve the quality of Tarbiat street that are: replacement comparison  between  criteria  related  to  access quality
of floors  of  passenger  ways,  equipping  the  street  with and  communication  that  the  most  frequent  score is
suitable facilities, preserving trees and plant life in the related  to  sixth  criteria  (the  quality  of  flooring  and
streets with creating covers around them, planting flowers bodies  in  the streets) and criteria 7 ( the relation of
and new trees, distinguishing historical walls from boards Tarbiat street to adjacent streets) that are in respectively
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in a suitable and most suitable condition. Criterion 1 The Quality of Usage and Activities: Comparison between
(suitable possibilities to park personal devices) with the related criteria and usage quality and activities that the
lowest score is in the worst condition, criterion 8 ( the most score belongs to criterion 5 and criterion 7 that are
traffic in surrounding streets of Tarbiat) and 2 are respectively in most suitable and suitable conditions.
respectively  in  unsuitable  and average conditions. Criterion 3 with the lowest score in in the most unsuitable
(Table  1)    the   result   of   analyzing   access   situation condition and criterion 4 and 6 are respectively in
of   and   communication   in   Tarbiat    street    and   show unsuitable and average conditions.
that   10.89%    of    people    consider    this   component
the most suitable, 27.56 % suitable, 27.78% average,
17.78% unsuitable and 16% evaluated it as unsuitable.
(Figure 2).

The result of usage and activity situation in tarbiat
street show that 6.25% of people in this component are
most suitable, 19.25% suitable, 30% average, 27.25%
unsuitable and 17.25% are most unsuitable.

Table 1: suggested model based on features of successful urban places and features of case studies
Environmental qualities Evaluating criteria
Access and Communication Readability of Tarbiat street and easy distinguish of activities and spaces

1. Easy usage of public transportation 
2. Close access to public parking
3. Activerelationship of buildings and Tarbiat street
4. Connection of tarbiat street to adjacent streets 
5. Coherence and close relationship of Tarbiat streets spaces
6. Quality, unity and coherence of floors and bodies
7. Easy movement in streets without movement drawbacks
8. Skeletal and visual permeability of Tarbiat street 
9. Easy access to different points of the city and Tarbiat street
10. Access of all people to different physical and movement abilities to Tarbiat street
11. Easy transmission of goods and quality of services to various spaces in Tarbiat street
12. The rate of Traffic load in main streets around tarbiat street
13. Different floors based of different activities

Activities and Usages 1. Lividity of Tarbiat street with activities and happy usages
2. Adjacent of usages and required activities in Tarbiat street 
3. Existence of active day and night usages and attendance in Tarbiat street during 24 hours or last hours of the night
4. Varaity of spaces with the purpose of different activities such as sitting, stopping, watching and resting
5. Varity of usages and activities in order to obviate different requirements 
6. Compounding and compatibility of usages with each other and Tarbiat street
7. Flexibility of Tarbiat street for ritual customs 
8. Different usage capabilities of spaces in different times like forming weekly Bazar
9. Flexibility in usages and high activities in to Tarbiat Street
10. Suitable distribution of usages in Tarbiat street
11. Cooperation of people in determining usages and activities in Tarbiat street
12. Activities and different usages and creating equal opportunities for men and women
13. Official usages and timely works in Tarbiat street
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Table 1: Continued
Environmental qualities Evaluating criteria
Sociability 1. The rate of people’s using the street

2. Varity of users from space with respect to age and gender
3. Entertainment and servicing spaces to spend spare time and attracting different social groups 
4. Creating passenger way by coordinating space for all of the people
5. The possibility of using space for people having different physical abilities 
6. Places for stopping and creating behavioral appoints 
7. Night life in Tarbiat street
8. Spaces with suiting and equipment to gather people 
9. The rate of attending women, children and aged.
10. The possibility of using street spaces in different hours of day and night
11. The possibility of using street spaces by people alone or in group form or in friend groups

Relief and Mental Image 1. Memorability and identity of Tarbiat street with elements and historical values
2. Disturbing factors of relief of people in Tarbiat street
3. Suiting and urban equipment ( cites, lights, rubbish coverage, public telephones and bus stations)
4. Clearness of Tarbiat street and the quality of public services like gathering rubbish and removing the surface waters
5. Sensual richness in Tarbiat street and activities like vision and hearing
6. Security in Tarbiat street and the rate of attendance of children and women
7. Residual usages in tarbiat street and possibility of social supervising of bodies
8. Providing necessary security by lighting street spaces in night
9. Voice, smell and visual pollutions 
10. The quality of walls and aesthetic dimensions of Tarbiat street 
11. Human scale in the space of Tarbiat street
12. Climate relief and suitable plant surface to find passengers welfare in different weathers
13. Security of passengers against attendance of personal machines in Tarbiat street
14. Relaxation places and the possibility of free selection to sit in shadows or in sun
15. Security of women to attend the streets 

Sociability Quality: The comparison between criteria image shows that the most score belongs to criterion
related to sociability quality show that the most score three that is in the most suitable and suitable condition.
belongs to criteria 6 that is in the most suitable and Criterion 6 with the lowest score in in the most unsuitable
suitable condition. Criterion 8 with the lowest score in in condition, criterion 4 and 8 are respectively in the most
the most unsuitable and unsuitable condition and unsuitable and average condition.
criterion 3 is in an average condition.  (Diagram  5)  shows The result of analyzing relief and mental image in
the result of sociability in Tarbiat street and shows that Tarbiat street show that 14% of people evaluated this
11. 75 % of people evaluated this component as most component the most suitable, 27.11% suitable, 27.11%
suitable, 27.75 suitable, 26.25 averages, 20.5% unsuitable average, 21.33% unsuitable and 10.44% evaluated it as the
and 13.75most unsuitable. most unsuitable.

The Quality of Relief and Mental Image: The comparison
between related criteria to the quality of relief and mental
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CONCLUSION

Generally by analyzing and evaluating passenger way
of Tarbiat in Tabriz city with the respect to quality indexes
of public places we can say that respectively the
components of mental relief and usage and activity have
the most and lowest suitability and quality with the
respect of users and purchasers in the Tarbiat street. Using moveable furniture to increase flexibility
Criteria such as the quality. Considering places for sitting, rest and gathering to

Of walls and floors, equal usages by men and women establish social interactions 
from usages and activities, various purchasing centers for Considering public parking in a suitable distance from
attracting different people and clearness of streets and passenger way
offering public services like gathering rubbishes and Separating spaces by plants and different flooring
surface waters are in high quality conditions. Criteria such colors
as suitable possibilities to park machines, possibility of Appointing furniture and welfare equipment along
holding customs, street shows, traditional and historical the street
customs, spaces and enjoyable activities to attract people, Emphasis on two ends design using natural elements
immunity of passengers in front of motorbikes and or body distinctions 
personal machines in the street are in the low quality level. Providing theater groups or street shows using

According to the analysis, there are strategies to musical instruments 
increase the environmental quality in Tarbiat Street and Compounding residual usages and business affairs to
decreasing the weak points of passenger ways that can be increase social surveillance
considered: Difference usages and activities to increase

Organizing and allocating a special place for vendors Suitable lights of street space and specially historical
and decreasing disturbances by them for passengers monuments
Appointing active day and night usages like café Appointing historical sculptures of great people in
shop, restaurant and pharmacy to create nightlife. the streets 
The possibility of changing some incompatible Providing necessary possibilities and encouraging
usages like suit fixes stores and providing people to use public transportation
entertainment usages to survive the space of the Hidden surveillance of police to increase security and
street attendance of women and children 
Using historical potentials like Bazaar and emphasis
on buildings and body factors with historical value as REFERENCES
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